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Important Disclosures

This presentation and the information contained herein, is being furnished to you on a confidential basis in connection with your consideration and evaluation of a potential transaction with PUDO Inc. (the “Company” or “PUDO”). This presentation is being furnished solely to those parties who have requested such information
from PUDO. The information communicated via this presentation (or any supplements or attachments hereto) is proprietary and/or confidential and intended for the use of the recipient only. If you are not the intended recipient of this document (or a person responsible for delivering such document to the intended recipient),
you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, as the case may be, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of the information contained in this document is strictly prohibited. If you have received this document in error or are not the named addressee, please notify PUDO or the Advisors, and
immediately destroy this document.
The information contained herein has been prepared solely for informational purposes only. This document contains information about investment opportunities that you have requested which are not intended for or available to certain investors in certain jurisdictions. This presentation does not constitute an oﬀer to
sell or a solicitation of an oﬀer to buy any security. Any oﬀer or solicitation must be made only by means of delivery of subscription or other definitive agreements provided by PUDO. Prospective investors, including non-U.S. investors, should inform themselves as to the legal requirements and tax consequences within
the countries of their citizenship, residence, domicile and place of business with respect to the acquisition, holding or disposal of securities, and any foreign exchange restrictions that may be relevant thereto. Any decision to invest in securities should be made only after reviewing the oﬀering materials and consulting the
investors’ own legal, accounting, and tax advisors in order to make an independent determination of the suitability of participating in such investment.
Forward Looking Statements
Information in this presentation (the “Presentation”) that is not current or historical factual information may constitute forward-looking information within the meaning of securities laws, such as statements regarding estimated revenues from new contracts, increased parcel volume and possible future expansions of PUDO’s
operations. This information is based on current expectations and assumptions of management, including assumptions concerning PUDO’s ability to integrate its new customers into its network and successfully execute on its new and existing contracts. The use of any of the words "anticipate", "believe", "expect", "plan", "intend",
"can", "will", "should", and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements, but the absence of these words does not mean that a statement is not a forward-looking statement.

Since forward-looking statements are based on assumptions and address future events and conditions, by their very nature they involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Risks, uncertainties, and other factors involved with forward-looking information could cause actual events, results, performance, prospects, and opportunities to
diﬀer materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking information. Although the Company believes that the expectations and assumptions on which the forward-looking statements are based are reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on the forward-looking statements because the Company can give no
assurance that they will prove to be correct.
Actual results could diﬀer materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of the risk factors set forth herein and included elsewhere in this Presentation. Risk factors that could cause actual results to diﬀer materially from such forward-looking information include, without limitation, uncertainties with
respect to service implementation, the ability of the Company to successfully expand operations and market share, changes in law or regulations, or a failure to comply with laws and regulations, the loss of our directors and oﬃcers and other key personal, the inability to obtain additional financing to fund operations and/or growth of
the Company’s business, changes in general economic, market, or business conditions, and those risks set out in the Company's public documents filed on SEDAR. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list of risk factors should not be construed as exhaustive.
This Presentation, in particular the information in respect of estimated revenues, may contain future-oriented financial information or financial outlook within the meaning of applicable securities laws. Such future-oriented financial information or financial outlook has been prepared for the purpose of providing information about
management’s reasonable expectations as to the anticipated results of its proposed business activities. Readers are cautioned that reliance on such information may not be appropriate for other purposes.
The forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation are made as of the date hereof and the Company undertakes no obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking statements or information, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless so required by law.
Any forward-looking information included in this Presentation is expressly qualified by this cautionary statement, and except as otherwise indicated, is made as of the date of this Presentation. The Company does not assume or undertake any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements or departures from them,
except as required by applicable law. New factors emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for our management to predict all such factors and to assess in advance the impact of each such factor on the business of the Company or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to diﬀer
materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement.

Use of Market and Industry Data
This Presentation includes market and industry data that has been obtained from third party sources, including third-party consultants, industry publications, as well as industry data prepared by the Company’s management on the basis of its knowledge of and experience in the industry in which the Company operates
(including management’s estimates and assumptions relating to the industry based on that knowledge). Management’s knowledge of the industry has been developed through its industry experience and participation. Management believes that its industry data is accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are
reasonable, but there is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of this data. Third party sources generally state that the information contained therein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of included information. Although
believed to be reliable, the Company’s management has not independently verified any of the data from third party sources referred to in this Presentation or ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied upon by such sources.
Purchaser’s Statutory Rights
For the purposes of the following, a “misrepresentation” means an untrue statement of a material fact, or an omission to state a material fact that is required to be stated, or that is necessary to make a statement not misleading in the light of the circumstances in which it was made.
If we deliver this Presentation (including any amendment thereto) to a purchaser in Ontario in connection with a distribution of securities and it contains a misrepresentation at the time of purchase, the purchaser will be deemed to have relied upon the misrepresentation and will have a statutory right of action against
the Company and any selling security holder for damages or, alternatively, if the purchaser is still the owner of the securities, for rescission. If the purchaser elects to exercise the right of rescission, the purchaser will have no right of action for damages. This right of action is subject to the following limitations:
•

the right of action for rescission will be exercisable by a purchaser only if the purchaser gives notice to the defendant, not more than 180 days after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action, that the purchaser is exercising this right; or, in the case of any action other than an action for rescission,
the earlier of: (i) 180 days after the plaintiﬀ first had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action, or (ii) three years after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action;

•

no person or company will be liable if it proves that the purchaser acquired the securities with knowledge of the misrepresentation;

•

in the case of an action for damages, the defendant will not be liable for all or any portion of the damages that it proves do not represent the depreciation in value of the securities as a result of the misrepresentation relied upon; and

•

in no case will the amount recoverable in any action exceed the price at which the securities were oﬀered under this Presentation.

Where the Presentation is delivered to a purchaser to whom securities are distributed in reliance on the exemption from the prospectus requirements in section 2.3 of National Instrument 45-106 - Prospectus Exemptions (the “accredited investor” exemption), this right of action is applicable unless the purchaser is: (a)
a Canadian financial institution, meaning either: (i) an association governed by the Cooperative Credit Associations Act (Canada) or a central cooperative credit society for which an order has been made under that Act, or (ii) a bank, loan corporation, trust company, trust corporation, insurance company, treasury branch,
credit union, caisse populaire, financial services corporation, or league that, in each case, is authorized by an enactment of Canada or a jurisdiction of Canada to carry on business in Canada or a jurisdiction of Canada; (b) a Schedule III bank, meaning an authorized foreign bank named in Schedule III of the Bank Act
(Canada); (c) the Business Development Bank of Canada incorporated under the Business Development Bank of Canada Act (Canada); or (d) a subsidiary of any person referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c), if the person owns all of the voting securities of the subsidiary, except the voting securities required by law to be
owned by the directors of the subsidiary.
AN INVESTMENT IN THESE SECURITIES INVOLVES A SIGNIFICANT DEGREE OF RISK. INVESTORS COULD LOSE SOME OR ALL OF THEIR ENTIRE INVESTMENT. SUCH INVESTMENTS ARE SUITABLE ONLY FOR PERSONS WHO ARE ABLE TO BEAR THE FINANCIAL RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH SUCH AN INVESTMENT.
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Market Opportunity
PUDO’s potential and profit grows alongside e-commerce

E-commerce is a global megatrend accelerated by the enduring
pandemic.
Billions of e-commerce parcels worth $4T* annually traverse the planet
efficiently until, they hit the so-called “last-mile”.
The World Economic Forum has declared e-commerce last-mile gridlock, a
major economic and environmental concern.

$1T

$945B

E-commerce giants like Amazon and Purolator have partnered with PUDO
to resolve gridlock, reduce delivery expense and improve customer
satisfaction.

$827B

Directing just 1% of North America’s $1T** retail e-commerce parcel traffic
(~13B† units) through the PUDOpoint Counters network could realize
PUDO +$845M *** gross revenue annually.
North American Retail E-Commerce - Statista
“Last-mile” refers to the short distance parcels travel from a regional courier depot to the end customer and can represent as m uch as
53%^ of shipping costs ^Honeywell

*Statista 2020 **Statista projected 2022 †Multiple sources
***PUDO - based on unit average gross revenues
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PUDO’s Mission
To build and operate the largest branded community-based network of carrier neutral
parcel pick-up, drop-off and return counter locations in North America
➢ PUDO was created to provide a solution to the last-mile delivery problem with the goal of making e-commerce more efficient, cost
effective and sustainable
➢ The PUDO solution benefits all players in the e-commerce ecosystem:
Player

Consumers

Couriers
Retailers
Environment

Benefits

➢ Convenient pick up and drop off locations with extended hours
➢ Eliminates porch piracy
➢ Consolidation of packages reduces delivery and return costs
➢ No more repeated delivery attempts thereby reducing costs
➢ Eliminates need for courier to have multiple bricks and mortar locations
➢ Consolidation of packages reduces delivery and return costs
➢ Providing secure pick up locations increases customer base
➢ Parcel consolidation reduces delivery vehicle traffic and CO2 emissions
➢ More efficient returns handling reduces product ending up in landfill

PUDOpoint Counter Operators ➢ Receive fee per parcel and generate additional foot traffic
➢ Utilizes latent storage space
4
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What is the PUDOpoint Counters Network?
PUDO is not a courier – PUDO technology connects stakeholders in new and efficient ways

Existing Storefronts

Technology Company

Integration

Existing bricks-and-mortar convenience

PUDO’s technology creates a fluid, data-

PUDO’s technology is plug-and-play for

type stores operate PUDOpoint

driven network of storefront counters,

desktops and mobile checkouts. Parcels

Counters, located near where consumers

transportation companies, fulfillment

can be re-directed by any courier when a

live/work/learn/play/vacation.

centers and retailers. Consumers

consumer isn’t home, or a consumer can

Stores are paid per-parcel and benefit

retrieve parcels, or drop-off returns,

choose PUDO directly from within

nearby & hassle-free.

integrated shopping carts.

from additional foot traffic.

As each link in the chain adopts PUDO technology…
• Delivery time, friction, liability, costs – decrease
• Efficiency, convenience, brand loyalty, profits – increase
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PUDO Today
PUDO has established a network of over 1,200 active PPC locations
➢ Over 575 in Canada
➢ Over 700* in the US
➢ PUDO currently handles approximately
700,000 parcels per year
➢ Canadian Network was developed through
courier partners, initially Failed First
Attempt deliveries and For Courier Pick Up
➢ US Network was developed through
partnership with Amazon Hub Counters
where PPCs are a “ship to” option on
Amazon’s checkout

* Of the over 700 PUDO locations in the US, 581 are PUDOpoint Counters (of which 506 are also Amazon Hub Counters) and 129 Amazon Hub Counters only)
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PUDO’s Core Business Segments
Core revenue streams integrate and grow in tandem with key verticals over time and with Network expansion
Failed First Attempts
Largest and escalating cause of last-mile
gridlock in North America. 35% of the time,
consignees are not home to receive parcel
delivery.

For Courier Pick Up
Couriers pay PUDO to provide drop off
locations that are convenient for
customers.

Courier customer prints label at home and
Couriers like Purolator are willing to pay
drops parcel at most convenient drop-off
PUDO on a per occasion basis, for access to location.
its Network of ‘second stop’ parcel pick-up
addresses located near consignees’ original PUDO’s PPC network eliminates the need
delivery addresses — when no one is
for couriers to have costly brick and mortar
home.
storefronts and street mail/parcel locker
box systems.
Perpetually increasing revenue over time.
High volume, low revenue initially to build Increasing revenue through new courier
base.
partnerships

Current annual package volume
~ 270k

Current annual package volume
~ 110k

Returns
PUDO manages returns consolidation for
global retailers and 3PL partners. The same
trucks that deliver to PUDO locations also
pick up returns for backhaul adding
efficiency to the network.
Tremendous growth opportunity lies in
adding high volume North American retail
partners for returns handling.

Direct to PUDO
PUDO and Kinek (border locations)
members ship directly to PPC locations.
In the US, the Direct to PUDO segment has
been established through the Amazon Hub
partnership.
PUDO’s next phase of growth involves
integrating with shipping fulfilment SaaS
partners so PUDO locations show up on
their retail clients online checkouts.

PUDO also working with charities to
provide PPC drop-off locations and shipping
services for gently used items.
Opportunity to provide e-commerce
solution for the 46%* of dwellings that are
apartment style and often inaccessible or
courier unfriendly.

Current annual package volume
~ 40k

Current annual package volume
~ 190k Amazon Hub
~ 35k Kinek/Cross Border
7
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How PUDO Makes Money
Causes and chaos within e-commerce gridlock create major revenue generating opportunities

Direct to PUDO

Courier enables customer to
use a PUDOpoint as a
convenient drop off location

PUDO’s integrated technology
provides white label return
label to customer who drops off
parcel at nearby PUDOpoint

PUDOpoint is chosen:
• by consumer at checkout, or
• by Networked software as a
hand- off point for forwarding

PUDO Solution

Returns

PUDO receives the parcel at
their PUDOpoint counter and
gets paid to hold it for pick-up

Result

Courier cannot deliver
parcel, so it is re-directed to
a PUDOpoint near the
consumer address

For Courier Pick Up

Consumer picks-up the
parcel from the
PUDOpoint Counter at
their convenience

Consumer drops and courier
picks-up the parcel for
shipment to final destination

Revenue

Trigger

Failed First Attempt

paid by courier / 3PL

paid by courier

PUDO get paid to hold the
parcel for pick-up by courier
partner

PUDO gets paid to receive the
parcel and arrange for its
transportation to a regional
cross dock for sorting
Cross dock sorts parcels,
consolidates and arranges domestic
or international shipping back to
retailer or distribution center
The parcel is handled as directed
by retailer (re-stock,
re-sale, recycling)

paid by retailer / SaaS

PUDO gets paid to receive
and hold the parcel for pickup at the chosen PUDOpoint

Consumer or other
couriers pick-up the parcel
from the PUDOpoint at
their convenience
paid by retailer / 3PL or
member
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PUDO Financial Results
PUDO has achieved strong revenue growth while establishing and building out its Network
Compound Annual Revenue Growth of 37.5% since 2019

(in millions)
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PUDO Entering the Next Phase of Growth
Driven by Returns and Direct to PUDO
Returns
➢ Large and growing market
o Returns amount to $550 bn* annually
o Large and growing e-commerce sales are driving higher returns (15-30% return
rate for online sales vs. single digits for in store purchases)
➢ Returns are an enormous challenge for retailers as they are costly and difficult to
manage
o Through its scale, PUDO can provide a low cost and convenient solution

Direct to PUDO
➢ Transition from Failed First Attempt to Direct to PUDO
o Customer convenience
o More efficient for couriers
o Reduced shipping costs
o Direct to PUDO provides solution when ID verification and signature are
required
➢ Increased customer awareness of PUDO
o Driven by Returns business and constantly expanding PUDOpoint network

➢ Certainty of volume with retail partners
o Retailer dictates the method for how items will be returned
o Customer is provided a PUDO return label and instructed to take package to a
PUDOpoint drop-off location

➢ Relationship with shipping intermediaries will drive growth
o Opportunity to be on many online retailer checkouts through
relationships with SaaS shipping fulfilment partners like ShipStation

➢ Opportunity to manage returns for more retailers
o Via partnership with returns software providers
o Targeting high volume North American retailers

➢ Opportunity to pursue direct relationships with retailers to be added to their
online checkout
o Provides lower costs and convenience for customers

➢ Inbound and outbound PUDOpoint network usage drives efficiencies within PUDO
model

➢ Provide solution for the large portion of the population living in apartment
style dwellings

New Business Initiatives are Underway in these Focus Areas
*Statista annual
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PUDO Returns Service
Recent launch with Large Retailer in Canada

➢ PUDO focusing on providing returns shipping services to retailers
➢ PUDO’s integrated technology knows when the return label (white labeled for retailer) is generated and
tracks the package from the point it is scanned in at the PUDOpoint onwards
➢ Reliable recurring business that will grow alongside e-commerce growth
➢ Example below illustrates the impact of PUDO providing returns services for a Large Retailer in Canada
where PUDO’s current PUDOpoint network can support ~65% of this retailer’s returns volume initially
Initial PUDO Annualized Impact
Volume
Revenue
Gross Profit
(in 000s)
(in $ mm)
(in $ mm)
350
$
1.8 $
0.7

Annualized Market Potential
Volume
Revenue
Gross Profit
(in 000s)
(in $ mm)
(in $ mm)
1,200
$
6.0 $
2.4

Adding volumes for one
retailer has the potential
to add:
$6 mm of revenue
$2.4 mm of gross profit
11
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Direct to PUDO Service
Partnership with US Vaping Industry Retailers and Shipping Intermediaries

➢ New legislation in US banned online sales of vaping products without ensuring proof of age, identification verification
and customer signature collection
➢ USPS and other couriers (FedEx, UPS, DHL) exited this direct to consumer business
➢ PUDO is providing a solution via its PUDOpoint network with operators trained to check identification and collect
signatures
➢ PUDO has integrated directly with large vaping product retailers and with ShipStation, a large order fulfilment
software provider owned by Stamps.com
➢ ShipStation handles 17 mm vaping product deliveries in the US annually, for its 1,500 vaping product
retailers
➢ Launch is currently underway; initial annualized impact below assumes PUDO initially services 11% of annual
shipment volume
Initial PUDO Annualized Impact
Volume
Revenue
Gross Profit
(in 000s)
(in $ mm)
(in $ mm)
1,870
$
4.7 $
3.5

Annualized Market Potential
Volume
Revenue
Gross Profit
(in 000s)
(in $ mm)
(in $ mm)
17,000
$
42.5 $
31.9

Large market potential
for this segment of ecommerce
12
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Initial Impact of Recently Launched New Business
Annualized Revenue Potential (in millions)

Revenue
expected to
grow by
multiples as
New
Business
begins to
show results
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The Future
PUDO at an Inflection Point in its Growth

➢ PUDO has established its PUDOpoint counter network and a solid base business that will continue to grow alongside ecommerce growth
➢ Focus on Returns and Direct to PUDO segments are driving accelerated immediate and longer-term growth
➢ Recent new business launches with a large retailer in Canada and US vaping industry players illustrate the magnitude of
revenue potential and prove out the PUDO model
➢ Key future growth opportunities include:
➢ Adding new retailers for Returns service in Canada and the US
➢ Immediate opportunity to expand returns service to new geographies for existing retail clients
➢ Directly with large North American retailers and through SaaS partners
➢ Expanding Direct to PUDO beyond vaping product segment
➢ In partnership with ShipStation who has 50,000 e-commerce retailers using its software (relative to its 1,500
vaping product retailers)
➢ Directly with large North American retailers and through SaaS partners
➢ PUDO is prepared and ready to provide solutions for all stakeholders looking to better compete in the fast moving,
competitive e-commerce marketplace

PUDO has tremendous opportunity to grow its share of North America’s
$1 trillion of retail e-commerce parcel traffic
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Experienced & Proven Management Team
PUDO is lead by an experienced and qualified Management team
•

Frank Coccia - CEO More than 40 years experience building hyper-efficient niche courier systems in Canada and Europe, with repeated
successes in banking, legal, optical and travel fueled Frank’s vision of applying the same hyper-efficiencies to the
omni-channel retail sector through the development of PUDO systems for North America, similar to those in the UK and Europe.

•

Doug Baker - CFO US-based CPA experienced in growth-focussed public companies and startups. Doug manages compliance
and disclosures for dual-listed PUDO.

•
•

•

•
•

Tom Bijou - Active in technology following 10 years with GE, most recently as President of several software subsidiaries. Lead on several successful high-growth ventures, working
in financing, growth and development. Former: Co-founder Tigon; President operating subsidiary of Aegis Communications Group; Chairman and lead financier Knowledge
Communications; lead financier Freestone System and CEO Applied Nanotech Holdings.
Richard Cooper - Chairman Serial entrepreneur and patent holder with 40 years experience in services, logistics, technology, aviation, games, and real estate; grew small courier
company with $500,000 revenue into Canada’s largest unattended courier network with +$50M revenue. Contributed to development of first repeating paint ball gun and
water-soluble paint, and grew the Adventure Company to global dominance with franchises across the Americas, Europe, and Australia.
Murray Cook - Director Stellar career in mega development projects globally, an active pilot, and a philanthropist. Former: Founding CEO Emaar Properties, UAE, one of the
Middle East’s largest development companies; developer Dubai West Side Marina, home of the world’s tallest building; Executive VP BC Place, re-developing 20% of
downtown Vancouver leading up to Expo 86; re-structuring Whistler Land Company for the province of BC. Currently CEO of Verse Dev Corp and advisor to numerous
corporations.
Howard Westerman - Director Former CEO of J-W Energy Company brings decades experience in all aspects of business administration, growth and management. Active in
philanthropy, serving on several corporate and charity boards, including Make-A-Wish Foundation and Peerless Manufacturing Company.
Tracy Bramlett - Director Impressive career as president of Industrial Hygiene and Safety Technology Inc; contributing over four decades expertise in evaluating and
optimizing businesses, and designing and implementing innovative training, quality control, and communications programs.
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To learn more about PUDO Inc and the PUDOpoint Counters | Amazon Hub Counter Network
visit

pudopoint.com/investors

